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Whenever people return to the city after a long vacation from somewhere remote or rural, letâ€™s
say a mountain forest campgrounds, they often have a relatively common expression of delight.
Whenever people return to the comforts of their home, complete with conveniences otherwise not
found in remote locations, they always â€œfeel glad to be back to civilizationâ€•. Incidentally,
civilization in the particular sense of the statement is equated to modern conveniences. But what
really is civilization?
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I like spending boring afternoons reading some good history books. Read this one just recently and
I was a bit surprised Rome wasn't in it. But at least Greece was in it and it was nice to see China
and Egypt get some love too. The stories were short but interesting enough to pass by the time.
Author even had the courtesy to leave references although most of them are from Wikipedia. I'd like
to see some research and that could make the book a lot longer.

I bought this book because I wanted to know more about Ancient Civilization and I appreciate how

the author explains everything about it. The author explained how the Ancient Civilization played a
very influential role in the workings and ultimately the outcomes of the entire society today. The
study of ancient civilizations does have great benefits to our modern societies by providing us with
knowledge of experiments, strategies, ethics, morals that could be of a great relevance to us now
and in the future. It is also a wise and educated idea to know how everything came to be. Everything
that we have today had a beginning, be it in antiquity or more recently in time. It is also vital that we
do learn and keep track of History, since there are so many lessons to learn from, and that if
forgotten, could have a negative effect on Mankind. This is truly an informative book and i
recommend it.

Civilization is a development condition of human culture in which high state of society, science
industry and govt has been come to. History goes back the occurrence to the extent ancient times
this was the time when people changed their general lifestyle. this book highlights the most punctual
astounding revelations that brought accommodation in the life of each person in cutting edge
society today. Ancient Greece is the most persuasive civic establishments on the planet. They
made everything what we trust in today and what we do today.Dialect, typography, theory,
engineering, history, science, geology to space science, craftsmanship, magnificence and much
more.I think Egyptians are one of the greatest people and have the most great human achievement.
They've been great with everything and I trust they merit this vote considering. Very enjoyable read.

Fast paced history of the ancient world. While reading, I could not help but visualize the earlier
humans marking their territory as they competed for power and resources, spread out from every
corner of Earth to build the cities and civilizations we see today. It's always a good idea to
remember from where and from whom we came. This book changed my perspective on humanity.
Who we are. What we've done. And the fact that there's nothing new under the sun. It was
especially interesting for me, as a Christian, to see how secular history overlaps and influences the
Biblical stories that shape my faith. A must read.

It's a good book to read if you're into history and don't want to read so much details just like myself.
I'm quite a lazy reader so I prefer short books than the long and thorough ones (depending on the
topic, of course). This book covered highlights of the major events in the ancient civilization. It can
also be a great reference but since it was a concise one I wouldn't suggest it but could still be use
as a reference nonetheless. I'm giving it a 5/5 because I grabbed this to gain knowledge about the

greatest ancient civilization history and it's exactly what I got.

I have always been very fond of history and learning about the many struggles and
accomplishments that we have faced as a world. I think this book about the history of Rome was
very informative and I have learned much more than i ever thought i would from a history ebook. Its
very important that history is explained correctly and with detail as this author did. It was a very easy
to read book which also helped with the overall quality and i recommend this title to anyone wanted
to learn a little more about Roman history or history in general.

Bought this eBook for my son's research project about ancient history. As we know that Rome is
rich in ancient histories like the history of roman, Julius Caesar and Alexander the great. That's only
a few from many that I have in mind. Reading this history book it feels like I am in my grade school
years. Happy for what I have read and this is very helpful for my son's research. History: Greatest
Ancient Civilization History: (History Rome, Romans, Egypt, SPQR, Aztec, Ancient China, Ancient
Greece, Julius Caesar, Jesus, Muhammed, Alexander the Great)

This is so great it gives me more information about the History. Excellent look in to the diversity of
past popular nations in history that have made a mark on modern society and how we live today. It
refreshes my mind and broadens my knowledge. It is always better to look back on our history once
in a while. After reading this book you get the sense that how things were in past were actually not
so different from our modern lives today,just in some aspect. Recommended!
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